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Haden Earth: from magma- to water-oceans
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Solomatov 15; Massol+16Modified from Zahnle+10
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Haden Earth: from magma- to water-oceans
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SwRi/S. MarchiModified from Zahnle+10; cf. Lammer+18
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Volatile fractionation from core formation + 
atmospheric loss
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Integrated magma ocean—atmosphere framework 
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Atmospheric loss



Impact of planet size and (fixed) atmosphere
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Bonati, Lichtenberg+ 19

A&A 621, A125 (2019)

Fig. 2. Median radii of bodies generated from the giant impacts in
Fig. 1B for different time intervals of planet formation around differ-
ent star types (A: A-stars, G: G-stars, M: M-stars). Planetary sizes are
computed using a mass-radius relationship for rocky planets (Eq. (4)).

Our simulations and those performed in Leinhardt & Stewart
(2012) and Quintana et al. (2016) begin from different sets of
initial conditions, including different numbers and masses of
planetesimals. Thus, the dynamical configurations of the sys-
tems are not identical and the initial stages of the simulations are
expected to differ, which in particular influences the early impact
rate. This can also be interpreted as starting from different stages
in the planet formation process. As computing power increases,
the early giant impact rate following disk dispersal will become
better constrained by studies starting from an increasing num-
ber of smaller bodies, allowing the simulated systems to reach
more realistic dynamical configurations prior to the onset of the
giant impact phase. Future studies will also benefit from the abil-
ity to run an increasing number of simulations for each initial
condition, allowing researchers to better understand the effect of
stochasticity on the giant impact rate.

The radii of the post-impact bodies are shown in Fig. 2. In
general, perfect accretion of the colliding bodies results in plan-
ets with masses of less than 1.5 M� and radii less than 1.1 R�.
Protoplanetary disk mass scales with stellar mass and, there-
fore, the amount of material available for planet formation is
greater around higher mass stars (Table 3). The post-impact bod-
ies around A-type stars are thus expected to be larger and more
massive on average. In terms of detectability, larger planets are
favored as they are likely to emit an increased amount of ther-
mal radiation and have extended magma ocean lifetimes. The
specific impact energies are normalized by the total mass of the
colliding bodies. Hence, even though post-impact bodies are on
average smaller around lower-mass stars, they still experience
similar specific impact energies to planets around A-type stars
(Fig. 1A).

3.2. Magma ocean cooling timescales

Magma ocean lifetimes are important to assess the direct
detectability of planets in their early evolution stage, and deter-
mine which young stellar associations can be considered for
future direct observations. As an example, if the magma ocean
lifetime is on the order of millions of years or shorter, young
stellar associations with ages <100 Myr are the prime target for
observations. The evolution of surface temperature and resulting
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Fig. 3. Panel A: surface temperature evolution of magma ocean planets
with different radii and atmospheric emissivities (or steam atmosphere).
The horizontal dashed black line denotes the rheological transition
(RT), below which a magma ocean may not be detectable due to a
cold rigid lid forming at the surface. Hence, the RT criterion gives
the minimum lifetime of a magma ocean that is likely to be detectable.
Panel B: magma ocean lifetimes �tMO obtained for the gray atmosphere
model (black circles) and the 2D surface fit for 0.1 R�  R  1 R� and
0.01  ✏  1.

magma ocean lifetimes are shown in Figs. 3A and B, respec-
tively. We track the lifetime of the magma ocean from an initially
fully molten state until the time when the rheological transition
(40% melt fraction) reaches the surface. Larger planets experi-
ence longer magma ocean lifetimes due to their reduced surface
area to volume ratio (i.e., a larger energy budget relative to
radiative heat loss). Moreover, the emissivity strongly influences
magma ocean cooling timescales. A low emissivity is indicative
of a thick outgassed atmosphere, whereas a high value is indica-
tive of a thin atmosphere. For a given planet size, a decreasing
emissivity from ✏ = 1 to ✏ = 0.01 causes the cooling timescale
to increase by ⇠2 orders of magnitude. The longest magma
ocean lifetimes are observed for cases with a steam atmosphere
(⇡ 2–3 ⇥ 106 yr).

Previous studies of coupled interior-atmosphere evolu-
tion reveal typical magma ocean lifetimes of 10�2�106 yr
(Elkins-Tanton 2008), and possibly up to hundreds of millions
of years (Hamano et al. 2013, 2015). Our magma ocean life-
times (102�3 ⇥ 106 yr) compare well to these previous studies
and are typically slightly shorter due to the different defini-
tion of the cooling timescale. Elkins-Tanton (2008) and Hamano
et al. (2013) define the magma ocean lifetime based on the time

A125, page 6 of 12
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Stellar influence
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Fig. 2. Median radii of bodies generated from the giant impacts in
Fig. 1B for different time intervals of planet formation around differ-
ent star types (A: A-stars, G: G-stars, M: M-stars). Planetary sizes are
computed using a mass-radius relationship for rocky planets (Eq. (4)).

Our simulations and those performed in Leinhardt & Stewart
(2012) and Quintana et al. (2016) begin from different sets of
initial conditions, including different numbers and masses of
planetesimals. Thus, the dynamical configurations of the sys-
tems are not identical and the initial stages of the simulations are
expected to differ, which in particular influences the early impact
rate. This can also be interpreted as starting from different stages
in the planet formation process. As computing power increases,
the early giant impact rate following disk dispersal will become
better constrained by studies starting from an increasing num-
ber of smaller bodies, allowing the simulated systems to reach
more realistic dynamical configurations prior to the onset of the
giant impact phase. Future studies will also benefit from the abil-
ity to run an increasing number of simulations for each initial
condition, allowing researchers to better understand the effect of
stochasticity on the giant impact rate.

The radii of the post-impact bodies are shown in Fig. 2. In
general, perfect accretion of the colliding bodies results in plan-
ets with masses of less than 1.5 M� and radii less than 1.1 R�.
Protoplanetary disk mass scales with stellar mass and, there-
fore, the amount of material available for planet formation is
greater around higher mass stars (Table 3). The post-impact bod-
ies around A-type stars are thus expected to be larger and more
massive on average. In terms of detectability, larger planets are
favored as they are likely to emit an increased amount of ther-
mal radiation and have extended magma ocean lifetimes. The
specific impact energies are normalized by the total mass of the
colliding bodies. Hence, even though post-impact bodies are on
average smaller around lower-mass stars, they still experience
similar specific impact energies to planets around A-type stars
(Fig. 1A).

3.2. Magma ocean cooling timescales

Magma ocean lifetimes are important to assess the direct
detectability of planets in their early evolution stage, and deter-
mine which young stellar associations can be considered for
future direct observations. As an example, if the magma ocean
lifetime is on the order of millions of years or shorter, young
stellar associations with ages <100 Myr are the prime target for
observations. The evolution of surface temperature and resulting
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Fig. 3. Panel A: surface temperature evolution of magma ocean planets
with different radii and atmospheric emissivities (or steam atmosphere).
The horizontal dashed black line denotes the rheological transition
(RT), below which a magma ocean may not be detectable due to a
cold rigid lid forming at the surface. Hence, the RT criterion gives
the minimum lifetime of a magma ocean that is likely to be detectable.
Panel B: magma ocean lifetimes �tMO obtained for the gray atmosphere
model (black circles) and the 2D surface fit for 0.1 R�  R  1 R� and
0.01  ✏  1.

magma ocean lifetimes are shown in Figs. 3A and B, respec-
tively. We track the lifetime of the magma ocean from an initially
fully molten state until the time when the rheological transition
(40% melt fraction) reaches the surface. Larger planets experi-
ence longer magma ocean lifetimes due to their reduced surface
area to volume ratio (i.e., a larger energy budget relative to
radiative heat loss). Moreover, the emissivity strongly influences
magma ocean cooling timescales. A low emissivity is indicative
of a thick outgassed atmosphere, whereas a high value is indica-
tive of a thin atmosphere. For a given planet size, a decreasing
emissivity from ✏ = 1 to ✏ = 0.01 causes the cooling timescale
to increase by ⇠2 orders of magnitude. The longest magma
ocean lifetimes are observed for cases with a steam atmosphere
(⇡ 2–3 ⇥ 106 yr).

Previous studies of coupled interior-atmosphere evolu-
tion reveal typical magma ocean lifetimes of 10�2�106 yr
(Elkins-Tanton 2008), and possibly up to hundreds of millions
of years (Hamano et al. 2013, 2015). Our magma ocean life-
times (102�3 ⇥ 106 yr) compare well to these previous studies
and are typically slightly shorter due to the different defini-
tion of the cooling timescale. Elkins-Tanton (2008) and Hamano
et al. (2013) define the magma ocean lifetime based on the time
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Integrated magma ocean—atmosphere framework 
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Atmospheric loss



Outgassing/
ingassing
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Earliest atmospheric chemistry
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Directly image magma ocean planets?

Bonati, Lichtenberg+ 19

Probability of detecting magma ocean planet 
with future direct imaging facilities
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Rocky exo-planet diversity from protoplanet solidification

• Magma ocean-atmosphere coupling shapes earliest 
atmospheric and upper mantle (geo-)chemistry 

➡ Barrier from planet formation to early planetary 
evolution 

➡ Crucially defines volatile fractionation and 
atmospheric chemistry 

➡ Stationary + runaway MO planets may reveal 
diversity of rocky planetary atmospheres 

• Connect w/ space missions and laboratory studies

@tim_lichtenberg  •  timlichtenberg.net
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